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Distributed Systems with Node.js Packt Publishing
Build scalable web applications using Node.js, Express.js, and
the latest ECMAScript techniques, along with deploying
applications with AWS and Docker with this updated fifth
edition Key Features • Learn backend web programming with
the JavaScript stack • Explore best practices, right from
configuring and building web servers to deploying them on a
production cloud hosting system: AWS using Docker and
Terraform • Work through the different stages of developing
robust and scalable apps using Node.js 14 Book Description
Node.js is the leading choice of server-side web development
platform, enabling developers to use the same tools and
paradigms for both server-side and client-side software. This
updated fifth edition of Node.js Web Development focuses on
the new features of Node.js 14, Express 4.x, and ECMAScript,
taking you through modern concepts, techniques, and best
practices for using Node.js. The book starts by helping you get
to grips with the concepts of building server-side web apps
with Node.js. You'll learn how to develop a complete Node.js
web app, with a backend database tier to help you explore
several databases. You'll deploy the app to real web servers,
including a cloud hosting platform built on AWS EC2 using
Terraform and Docker Swarm, while integrating other tools
such as Redis and NGINX. As you advance, you'll learn about
unit and functional testing, along with deploying test
infrastructure using Docker. Finally, you'll discover how to

harden Node.js app security, use Let's Encrypt to provision the
HTTPS service, and implement several forms of app security
with the help of expert practices. With each chapter, the book
will help you put your knowledge into practice throughout the
entire life cycle of developing a web app. By the end of this
Node.js book, you'll have gained practical Node.js web
development knowledge and be able to build and deploy your
own apps on a public web hosting solution. What you will learn
• Install and use Node.js 14 and Express 4.17 for both web
development and deployment • Implement RESTful web
services using the Restify framework • Develop, test, and
deploy microservices using Docker, Docker Swarm, and
Node.js, on AWS EC2 using Terraform • Get up to speed with
using data storage engines such as MySQL, SQLite3, and
MongoDB • Test your web applications using unit testing with
Mocha, and headless browser testing with Puppeteer •
Implement HTTPS using Let's Encrypt and enhance application
security with Helmet Who this book is for If you're looking for an
alternative to the 'P' languages (Perl, PHP, and Python), or if
you want to get started with server-side web development with
JavaScript programming, or if you want a deep dive into
deploying services to cloud hosting, this Node.js book is for
you. A rudimentary understanding of JavaScript and web
application development is a must before you get started with
this book. Table of Contents • About Node.js • Setting Up
Node.js • Exploring Node.js Modules • HTTP Servers and
Clients • Your First Express Application • Implementing the
Mobile-First Paradigm • Data Storage and Retrieval •
Authenticating Users with a Microservice • Dynamic
Client/Server Interaction with Socket.IO • Deploying Node.js
Applications to Linux Servers • Deploying Node.js
microservices with Docker • Deploying a Docker Swarm to
AWS EC2 with Terraform • Unit Testing and Functional Testing
• Security in Node.js Applications
Vue.js in Action DigitalOcean

If you're like most developers, you rely heavily on JavaScript to build
interactive and quick-responding web applications. The problem is
that all of those lines of JavaScript code can slow down your apps.
This book reveals techniques and strategies to help you eliminate
performance bottlenecks during development. You'll learn how to
improve execution time, downloading, interaction with the DOM,
page life cycle, and more. Yahoo! frontend engineer Nicholas C.
Zakas and five other JavaScript experts—Ross Harmes, Julien
Lecomte, Steven Levithan, Stoyan Stefanov, and Matt
Sweeney—demonstrate optimal ways to load code onto a page, and
offer programming tips to help your JavaScript run as efficiently and
quickly as possible. You'll learn the best practices to build and deploy
your files to a production environment, and tools that can help you
find problems once your site goes live. Identify problem code and use
faster alternatives to accomplish the same task Improve scripts by
learning how JavaScript stores and accesses data Implement
JavaScript code so that it doesn't slow down interaction with the
DOM Use optimization techniques to improve runtime performance
Learn ways to ensure the UI is responsive at all times Achieve faster
client-server communication Use a build system to minify files, and
HTTP compression to deliver them to the browser
Learning Tensorflow. Js "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Generative design, once known only to insiders as a
revolutionary method of creating artwork, models, and
animations with programmed algorithms, has in recent years
become a popular tool for designers. By using simple languages
such as JavaScript in p5.js, artists and makers can create
everything from interactive typography and textiles to 3D-
printed furniture to complex and elegant infographics. This
updated volume gives a jump-start on coding strategies, with
step-by-step tutorials for creating visual experiments that
explore the possibilities of color, form, typography, and images.
Generative Design includes a gallery of all-new artwork from a
range of international designers—fine art projects as well as
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commercial ones for Nike, Monotype, Dolby Laboratories, the
musician Bjork, and others.
Full Stack JavaScript Packt Publishing Ltd
Vue.js is a front-end framework that builds on many
of the reactive UI ideas introduced in React.js.
Vue.js in Action teaches readers to build fast,
flowing web UI with the Vue.js framework. As they
move through the book, readers put their skills to
practice by building a complete web store
application with product listings, a checkout process,
and an administrative interface! Purchase of the
print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications.
JavaScript Pearson Professional
No matter how much experience you have with JavaScript, odds are you
don’t fully understand the language. As part of the "You Don’t
Know JS" series, this concise yet in-depth guide focuses on new
asynchronous features and performance techniques—including
Promises, generators, and Web Workers—that let you create
sophisticated single-page web applications and escape callback hell in
the process. Like other books in this series, You Don’t Know JS:
Async & Performance dives into trickier parts of the language that many
JavaScript programmers simply avoid. Armed with this knowledge, you
can become a true JavaScript master. With this book you will: Explore
old and new JavaScript methods for handling asynchronous
programming Understand how callbacks let third parties control your
program’s execution Address the "inversion of control" issue with
JavaScript Promises Use generators to express async flow in a sequential,
synchronous-looking fashion Tackle program-level performance with
Web Workers, SIMD, and asm.js Learn valuable resources and
techniques for benchmarking and tuning your expressions and
statements
Learning JavaScript Design Patterns Apress
A visual and accessible guide to JavaScript and jQuery in a built-to-
last hardcover edition In JavaScript & jQuery renowned author Jon
Duckett discards the traditional programming book template and
approaches writing code in a more relevant, less intimidating way.
Full-color and packed with instructional graphics and photos, his
books have gained a loyal following by illustrating programming in
a way both instructive for newcomers and invaluable for seasoned
coders. By discussing JavaScript and jQuery in a single text,
Duckett ensures you will quickly be writing your own working
scripts. Yet the book doesn't assume you have experience in either

JavaScript or jQuery. By making use of popular jQuery plugins,
Duckett illustrates techniques that would require pages upon pages
of detailed explanation if you were being taught to create the
plugins yourself. This durable and attractive hardcover edition is a
book you will have open on your desk as a reference for years to
come. A timeless and lasting version of a classic "Duckett" book in a
hardbound, dust-jacketed edition Completely accessible to those
who feel intimidated by the subject matter and relevant to all front-
end designers and developers who need to understand JavaScript
Discusses applying responsive design techniques, leveraging APIs to
save you time and work in coding, and identifying when to use CSS
transforms over pure JavaScript Beautiful 4-color illustrations and
examples make this a terrific academic resource for those of all
experience levels JavaScript & jQuery clearly explains the jargon of
programming, addressing the vocabulary without making it a
prerequisite for readers. Duckett speaks directly to readers, making
this an invaluable resource. This book is also available as a set, Web
Design with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery Set 978119038634
along with HTML and CSS Design and Build Websites
9781118871645.
Visualize, Program, and Create with JavaScript in p5.js O'Reilly
Media
Most programming languages contain good and bad parts, but
JavaScript has more than its share of the bad, having been
developed and released in a hurry before it could be refined. This
authoritative book scrapes away these bad features to reveal a
subset of JavaScript that's more reliable, readable, and maintainable
than the language as a whole—a subset you can use to create truly
extensible and efficient code. Considered the JavaScript expert by
many people in the development community, author Douglas
Crockford identifies the abundance of good ideas that make
JavaScript an outstanding object-oriented programming language-
ideas such as functions, loose typing, dynamic objects, and an
expressive object literal notation. Unfortunately, these good ideas
are mixed in with bad and downright awful ideas, like a
programming model based on global variables. When Java applets
failed, JavaScript became the language of the Web by default,
making its popularity almost completely independent of its
qualities as a programming language. In JavaScript: The Good
Parts, Crockford finally digs through the steaming pile of good
intentions and blunders to give you a detailed look at all the
genuinely elegant parts of JavaScript, including: Syntax Objects

Functions Inheritance Arrays Regular expressions Methods Style
Beautiful features The real beauty? As you move ahead with the
subset of JavaScript that this book presents, you'll also sidestep the
need to unlearn all the bad parts. Of course, if you want to find out
more about the bad parts and how to use them badly, simply
consult any other JavaScript book. With JavaScript: The Good
Parts, you'll discover a beautiful, elegant, lightweight and highly
expressive language that lets you create effective code, whether
you're managing object libraries or just trying to get Ajax to run
fast. If you develop sites or applications for the Web, this book is an
absolute must.
Get Programming with Node.js Pearson Professional
Beginning Backbone.js is your step-by-step guide to learning and
using the Backbone.js library in your web projects. Backbone.js is
one of the most popular JavaScript libraries among web
developers, used to create modular, single-page web apps. This
book takes you from downloading Backbone.js and its
dependencies all the way to using more advanced libraries to
structure your application architecture, and everything in between.
With a real-world, practical approach, you will learn how you can
integrate Backbone.js into the center of your JavaScript stack, and
create scalable applications. James Sugrue shows you how to
implement all aspects of templating, work efficiently with
RequireJS, and fully understand Grunt and all its plug-ins. Armed
with this knowledge you'll be able to architect a continuous
integration system that is key to real-world applications. With the
explosion of JavaScript-based applications on the web, the need for
more structured approaches to code management is more
important than ever. Backbone.js helps create applications that
separate models from views, enabling developers to avoid spaghetti
code. Beginning Backbone.js will gently guide you into this
amazingly powerful library, and help you ramp up to building
professional applications. Integrate Backbone.js into your work
today with this indispensable book. What you’ll learn Learn the
importance of MVC approaches in software development Learn
why Backbone.js is so popular and how to integrate it into your
JavaScript stack Understand core Backbone.js concepts such as
models, views, routers, and events Test your application using the
latest JavaScript testing tools Create build scripts using Grunt.js to
simplify your build and deployment workflow Use additional
libraries to build on the power of Backbone.js Avoid common
beginner errors and code using best practices Who this book is for
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Beginning Backbone.js is for the web developer who is already
confident with JavaScript, but who is keen to build larger, single-
page web apps. If you want to introduce more structure, quality,
and process to your web application using Backbone.js, and other
leading JavaScript technologies, this is the book for you. Table of
Contents Chapter 1: An Introduction To Backbone.js Chapter 2:
Getting Object-Oriented Chapter 3: Backbone.js Model, View, and
Collections Chapter 4: Templating with Underscore, Handlebars,
and Mustache Chapter 5: Backbone.js Routers and Events Chapter
6: Backbone.js Start To Finish: Twitter App Example Chapter 7:
The Backbone Ecosystem Chapter 8: Testing Your Backbone.js
Application Chapter 9: Using Grunt for Your Build Process
Chapter 10: Extending Backbone.js with Marionnette Chapter 11:
Best Practices With Backbone.js Chapter 12: Creating A
Manageable JavaScript Codebase
You Don't Know JS: Up & Going No Starch Press
Learn agile JavaScript web development using the latest cutting-edge front-
end and back-end technologies including Node.js, MongoDB, Backbone.js,
Parse.com, Heroku, and Microsoft Azure. Using a key project example of a
message board app, you will learn the foundations of a typical web
application: fetching data, displaying it, and submitting new data. Practical
examples of the app build are provided with multiple technologies and all
code examples are in full color. This book will save you many hours by
providing a hand-picked and tested collection of quick start guides that will
enable you to spend less time learning and more time building your own
applications. Completely updated for this second edition, Full Stack JavaScript
uses current versions of all technologies, including ES6/ES2015 and the latest
versions of Node and npm. Prototype fast and ship code that matters! What
You'll Learn Use a collection of quick start guides, tutorials, and suggestions,
to enhance several development appsReview virtually all setup and
deployment step-by-step.Work with Chat web/mobile applications Put front-
end and back-end components together and deploy them to production
environmentWho This Book Is For Programmers who want to learn more
about effective JavaScript coding
A JavaScript and jQuery Developer's Guide O'Reilly Media
It’s easy to learn parts of JavaScript, but much harder to learn it
completely—or even sufficiently—whether you’re new to the
language or have used it for years. With the "You Don’t Know
JS" book series, you’ll get a more complete understanding of
JavaScript, including trickier parts of the language that many
experienced JavaScript programmers simply avoid. The series’
first book, Up & Going, provides the necessary background for
those of you with limited programming experience. By learning the
basic building blocks of programming, as well as JavaScript’s core
mechanisms, you’ll be prepared to dive into the other, more in-

depth books in the series—and be well on your way toward true
JavaScript. With this book you will: Learn the essential
programming building blocks, including operators, types, variables,
conditionals, loops, and functions Become familiar with
JavaScript's core mechanisms such as values, function closures, this,
and prototypes Get an overview of other books in the series—and
learn why it’s important to understand all parts of JavaScript
Generative Design Apress
No matter how much experience you have with JavaScript, odds are you
don’t fully understand the language. This concise yet in-depth guide
takes you inside scope and closures, two core concepts you need to
know to become a more efficient and effective JavaScript programmer.
You’ll learn how and why they work, and how an understanding of
closures can be a powerful part of your development skillset. Like other
books in the "You Don’t Know JS" series, Scope and Closures dives
into trickier parts of the language that many JavaScript programmers
simply avoid. Armed with this knowledge, you can achieve true
JavaScript mastery. Learn about scope, a set of rules to help JavaScript
engines locate variables in your code Go deeper into nested scope, a
series of containers for variables and functions Explore function- and
block-based scope, “hoisting”, and the patterns and benefits of scope-
based hiding Discover how to use closures for synchronous and
asynchronous tasks, including the creation of JavaScript libraries
Secrets of the JavaScript Ninja Simon and Schuster
With Learning JavaScript Design Patterns, you’ll learn how to write
beautiful, structured, and maintainable JavaScript by applying classical and
modern design patterns to the language. If you want to keep your code
efficient, more manageable, and up-to-date with the latest best practices, this
book is for you. Explore many popular design patterns, including Modules,
Observers, Facades, and Mediators. Learn how modern architectural
patterns—such as MVC, MVP, and MVVM—are useful from the perspective
of a modern web application developer. This book also walks experienced
JavaScript developers through modern module formats, how to namespace
code effectively, and other essential topics. Learn the structure of design
patterns and how they are written Understand different pattern categories,
including creational, structural, and behavioral Walk through more than 20
classical and modern design patterns in JavaScript Use several options for
writing modular code—including the Module pattern, Asyncronous Module
Definition (AMD), and CommonJS Discover design patterns implemented in
the jQuery library Learn popular design patterns for writing maintainable
jQuery plug-ins "This book should be in every JavaScript developer’s hands.
It’s the go-to book on JavaScript patterns that will be read and referenced
many times in the future."—Andrée Hansson, Lead Front-End Developer,
presis!
Pro Vue.js 2 "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Learn how to build scalable APIs using the Node.js platform and ES6

(EcmaScript 2015) with this quick, informative guide. Developing
systems for the wide range of devices available in the modern world
requires the construction of APIs designed to work only with data in a
centralized manner, allowing client-side applications to be developed
separately and have a unique interface for the final user. Node.js has
proven itself to be an excellent platform for building REST APIs because
of its single-thread architecture. It has a low learning curve and can be
understood by anyone who has a basic understanding of the JavaScript
language. Use Building APIs with Node.js today to understand how
Node.js APIs work, and how you can build your own. What You Will
Learn Build scalable APIs using the Node.js platform Use ES6, Express,
Passport, ApiDoc, Mocha, Helmet and more Integrate an SQL database
through Sequelize.js and build a single page application using Vanilla.js
Who This Book Is For Ideal for developers who have a basic
understanding of JavaScript and Node.js.
hapi.js in Action Chronicle Books
Get to grips with a new technology, understand what it is and what it can do
for you, and then get to work with the most important features and tasks. This
book is a step-by-step guide to installing and creating your own JavaScript
templates using Handlebars.js.This book is aimed at people who have a
general knowledge of JavaScript and HTML. No knowledge of templating
engines is required.
Eloquent JavaScript John Wiley & Sons
Over 60 high-quality recipes covering debugging, security, performance,
microservices, web frameworks, databases, deployment and more;
rewritten for Node 4, 6, and 8. About This Book Actionable recipes
across the full spectrum of Node.js development Cutting edge
techniques and tools for measuring and improving performance Best
practices for creating readily-scalable production systems Who This
Book Is For If you have good knowledge of JavaScript and want to build
fast, efficient, scalable client-server solutions, then this book is for you.
Some experience with Node.js is assumed to get the most out of this
book. If working from a beginner level Node Cookbook 2nd Edition is
recommended as a primer for Node Cookbook 3rd Edition. What You
Will Learn Debug Node.js programs Write and publish your own
Node.js modules Detailed coverage of Node.js core API's Use web
frameworks such as Express, Hapi and Koa for accelerated web
application development Apply Node.js streams for low-footprint data
processing Fast-track performance knowledge and optimization abilities
Persistence strategies, including database integrations with MongoDB,
MySQL/MariaDB, Postgres, Redis, and LevelDB Apply critical, essential
security concepts Use Node with best-of-breed deployment
technologies: Docker, Kubernetes and AWS In Detail Today's web
demands efficient real-time applications and scalability. Asynchronous
event-driven programming is ideal for this, and this is where Node.js
comes in. Server-side JavaScript has been here since the 90s, but Node
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got it right. With Node for tooling and server-side logic, and a browser-
based client-side UI, everything is JavaScript. This leads to rapid, fluid
development cycles. The full-stack, single language experience means
less context-switching between languages for developers, architects and
whole teams. This book shows you how to build fast, efficient, and
scalable client-server solutions using the latest versions of Node. The
book begins with debugging tips and tricks of the trade, and how to write
your own modules. Then you'll learn the fundamentals of streams in
Node.js, discover I/O control, and how to implement the different web
protocols. You'll find recipes for integrating databases such as
MongoDB, MySQL/MariaDB, Postgres, Redis, and LevelDB. We also
cover the options for building web application with Express, Hapi and
Koa. You will then learn about security essentials in Node.js and
advanced optimization tools and techniques. By the end of the book you
will have acquired the level of expertise to build production-ready and
scalable Node.js systems. The techniques and skills you will learn in this
book are based on the best practices developed by nearForm, one of the
leaders in Node implementations, who supported the work of the
authors on this book. Style and approach This recipe-based practical
guide presents each topic with step-by-step instructions on how you can
create fast and efficient server side applications using the latest features
and capabilities in Node 8 whilst also supporting usage with Node 4 and
6.
Distributed Node. Js Apress
It seems like there's never been as much widespread desire before to
learn JS. But with a million blogs, books, and videos out there, just
where do you start?The worldwide best selling "You Don't Know JS"
book series is back for a 2nd edition: "You Don't Know JS Yet". All 6
books are brand new, rewritten to cover all sides of JS for 2020 and
beyond."Get Started" prepares you for the journey ahead, first surveying
the language then detailing how the rest of the You Don't Know JS Yet
book series guides you to knowing JS more deeply.
Balanced, Pragmatic FP in JavaScript Apress
Dispels the myth that JavaScript is a "baby" language and
demonstrates why it is the scripting language of choice used in the
design of millions of Web pages and server-side applications
Quickly covers JavaScript basics and then moves on to more
advanced topics such as object-oriented programming, XML, Web
services, and remote scripting Addresses the many issues that Web
application developers face, including internationalization,
security, privacy, optimization, intellectual property issues, and
obfuscation Builds on the reader's basic understanding of HTML,
CSS, and the Web in general This book is also available as part of
the 4-book JavaScript and Ajax Wrox Box (ISBN: 0470227818).

This 4-book set includes: Professional JavaScript for Web
Developers (ISBN: 0764579088) Professional Ajax 2nd edition
(ISBN: 0470109491) Professional Web 2.0 Programming (ISBN:
0470087889) Professional Rich Internet Applications: Ajax and
Beyond (ISBN: 0470082801)
JavaScript and jQuery "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Summary Hapi.js in Action teaches you how to build modern Node-driven
applications using hapi.js. Packed with examples, this book takes you from
your first simple server through the skills you'll need to build a complete
application. Foreword by Eran Hammer. Purchase of the print book includes
a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.
About the Technology The hapi.js web framework for Node.js is built around
three radical ideas. Developer productivity: hapi's intuitive setup gets you up
and running in no time. Maintainability: hapi's modular design allows for easy
scaling and improvement. Flexibility: hapi has a lightweight core that you can
expand and customize with plugins. Are you ready to get hapi? About the
Book Hapi.js in Action is an incredibly practical book that teaches you to
build APIs, servers, and applications using Node.js and the hapi.js framework.
You'll begin with an easy-to-follow mental model of a Node.js web
application and see exactly where hapi fits into the picture. Then, you'll walk
through building an API and composing it into a web application. Along the
way, you'll explore key topics like validation, testing, authentication, and
deployment. Throughout, you'll learn how to build rock-solid, secure, and
fast applications. What's Inside Best practices for Node application design
Building APIs with hapi Maintaining and scaling applications Extending hapi
with plugins About the Reader This book assumes you have strong JavaScript
skills. Experience with Node.js is helpful but not required. About the Author
Matt Harrison is a core contributor to hapi.js and an active member of the
Node community. Table of Contents PART 1 - FIRST STEPS Introducing
hapi Building an API Building a website PART 2 - EXPANDING YOUR
TOOLBOX Routes and handlers in-depth Understanding requests and
responses Validation with Joi Building modular applications with plugins
Cache me if you can PART 3 - CREATING ROCK-SOLID APPS
Authentication and security Testing with Lab, Code, and server.inject()
Production and beyond
Building Enterprise-Ready Backend Services "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
"Get Programming with Node.js teaches you to build web servers using
JavaScript and Node. In this engaging tutorial, you'll work through eight
complete projects, from writing the code for your first web server to adding
live chat to a web app. Your hands will stay on the keyboard as you explore the
most important aspects of the Node development process, including security,
database management, authenticating user accounts, and deploying to
production. You'll especially appreciate the easy-to-follow discussions,
illuminating diagrams, and carefully explained code!" --
The Good Parts "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Summary Serverless Applications with Node.js walks you through
building serverless apps on AWS using JavaScript. Inside, you'll discover
what Claudia.js brings to the table as you build and deploy a scalable

event-based serverless application, based around a pizzeria that's fully
integrated with AWS services, including Lambda and API Gateway.
Each chapter is filled with exercises, examples, tips, and more to make
sure you're ready to bring what you've learned into your own work.
Foreword by Gojko Adzic. Purchase of the print book includes a free
eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.
About the Technology The benefits of cloud-hosted serverless web apps
are undeniable: lower complexity, quicker time to market, and easier
scalability than traditional, server-dependent designs. And thanks to
JavaScript support in AWS Lambda and powerful new serverless API
tools like the Claudia.js library, you can build and deploy serverless apps
end to end without learning a new language. About the Book Serverless
Applications with Node.js teaches you to design and build serverless web
apps on AWS using JavaScript, Node, and Claudia.js. You'll master the
basics of writing AWS Lambda functions, along with core serverless
patterns like API Gateway. Along the way, you'll practice your new skills
by building a working chatbot and a voice assistant with Amazon Alexa.
You'll also discover techniques for migrating existing apps to a serverless
platform. What's inside Authentication and database storage
Asynchronous functions Interesting real-world examples Developing
serverless microservices About the Reader For web developers
comfortable with JavaScript and Node.js. About the Author Slobodan
Stojanovi� and Aleksandar Simovi� are AWS Serverless Heroes and
core contributors to the Claudia.js project. They are also coauthors of
Desole, an open source serverless errortracking tool, and the lead
developers of Claudia Bot Builder. Table of Contents PART 1 -
Serverless pizzeria Introduction to serverless with Claudia Building your
first serverless API Asynchronous work is easy, we Promise() Pizza
delivery: Connecting an external service Houston, we have a problem!
Level up your API Working with files PART 2 - Let's talk When pizza is
one message away: Chatbots Typing... Async and delayed responses
Jarvis, I mean Alexa, order me a pizza Paying for pizza Migrating to
serverless Real-world case studies appendix A - Installation and
configuration appendix B - Facebook Messenger, Twilio, and Alexa
configuration appendix C - Stripe and MongoDB setup appendix D -
The pizza recipe
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